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Strengthening Our Classrooms 
(Practices & Systems) 

to Support Students & Educators
Brandi Simonsen, Ph.D.Nourishing Our Roots: 

Deepening & Strengthening 
Our Systems of Support for 

the Well-being of All
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Welcome!
• Introduce Yourself

• Orient to Schedule

• Materials 
https://www.uvm.edu/cess/cdci/best/vtmtss-summer-institute-strands 
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Strand Learning Objectives

1. Describe the core features of effective 
classroom practices to support all 
students, and develop an effective 
classroom environment plan. 

2. Discuss how we develop habits, and 
create an action plan to develop 
habits to support wellbeing in the 
classroom.

3. Identify data and systems features 
needed to scale habits of effective 
classroom practices. 

Nourishing 
Our Roots
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Reflect on your last school year and identify:

1 challenge

2 lessons learned

3 celebrations

Reflections

Table Activity
~10 min table groups

~15 min share out 

Introduce yourself & your 
school when you share
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Strand Learning Objectives

1. Describe the core features of effective 
classroom practices to support all 
students, and develop an effective 
classroom environment plan. 

2. Discuss how we develop habits, and 
create an action plan to develop 
habits to support wellbeing in the 
classroom.

3. Identify data and systems features 
needed to scale habits of effective 
classroom practices. 

Nourishing 
Our Roots
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Strand Handouts

Nourishing 
Our Roots
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https://www.uvm.edu/cess/cdci/best/vtmtss-summer-institute-strands
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Strand Outcomes or “Take Aways”

• Completed Positive 
Classroom Behavior 
Support Plan for your 
classroom and/or 
sample plan for a 
classroom at your 
school that 
documents critical 
practices

• An action plan that 
documents data & 
systems to improve 
implementation 
fidelity of these 
practices

Action Plan

Be sure to 
download the 

word version of 
this to work on

Speaking of 
action plans….

Nourishing 
Our Roots
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ACTION PLAN
Download an Action Plan 
(or open an existing one!)

https://nepbis.org/tier-1-workbook-and-supplemental-materials/ 

Add action items 
throughout strand 

to promote 
implementation
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Strand Overview

Mon
(10:30-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Data, Systems, & Habits of Effective Practice

Thurs
(9:00-12:30)

Full Continuum of Effective Practice
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CONTEXT

10

Ongoing Mental Health Crisis in Schools

11

Ongoing Mental Health Crisis in Schools

Do the headlines resonate 
with your experiences? 

 If yes, what are some of the 
observable, measurable, and 

specific concerns in your 
classrooms?

Let’s talk mental health!
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https://nepbis.org/tier-1-workbook-and-supplemental-materials/
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Mental health includes our emotional, 
psychological, and social well-being. It affects 
how we think, feel, and act. It also helps 
determine how we handle stress, relate to 
others, and make healthy choices. Mental 
health is important at every stage of life, from 
childhood and adolescence through adulthood.

Mental health includes our emotional, 
psychological, and social well-being. It affects 
how we think, feel, and act. It also helps 
determine how we handle stress, relate to 
others, and make healthy choices. Mental health 
is important at every stage of life, from 
childhood and adolescence through adulthood.
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Social

Emotional

Behavioral

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/promoting-student-well-being/202008/4-questions-ask-now-in-preparing-your-child-school

SEB described by Dr. Sandy Chafouleas

How we connect

How we feel

How we act

In other words, mental health is….
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Social

Emotional

Behavioral

We know 
how to teach 

& support 
SEB skills!!!
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Effective 
Classroom 
Practices

Behavior 
Outcomes

Academic 
Outcomes

Effective classroom 
practices are directly 
linked to students’ 
behavioral and 
academic outcomes.

Students’ 
academic & 
behavior outcomes 
are closely related.

Decades of research have 
established effective 
classroom practices.
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Effective 
Classroom 
Practices

Behavior 
Outcomes

Academic 
Outcomes

Preservice Training

Inservice Support

What promotes effective classroom practices?
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Effective 
Classroom 
Practices

Behavior 
Outcomes

Academic 
Outcomes

Unfortunately…

Teachers report limited (if 
any) pre- and in-service 

training in behavior 
support

Teachers implement 
practices at lower levels 

than desired

And, teachers continue 
to express concerns 

with student behavior

18
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Effective 
Classroom 
Practices

Behavior 
Outcomes

Academic 
Outcomes

Fortunately… we know what to do!!!

19

CRITICAL
PRACTICES

20

Strand Resources

Nourishing 
Our Roots

Supporting and Responding 
to Students’ SEB Needs
https://www.pbis.org/resource/supporting-
and-responding-to-behavior-evidence-based-
classroom-strategies-for-teachers 

MTSS in the Classroom
https://www.pbis.org/resource/multi-tiered-
system-of-supports-mtss-in-the-classroom 

Habits of Effective Practice
 

https://www.pbis.org/resource/habits-of-
effective-classroom-practice 

21

Center on PBIS. (2022). 
Supporting and Responding to 
Student’s Social, Emotional, 
and Behavioral Needs: 
Evidence-Based Practices for 
Educators (Version 2). Center 
on PBIS, University of Oregon. 
www.pbis.org.

Overview 
of GuideThanks to the team 

who lead the 
development of 
Version 2: 

• Brandi Simonsen, 
• Jenifer Freeman, 
• Maria Reina 

Santiago-Rosario, 
• Karen Robbie, 
• Heather George, 
• Steve Goodman, 
• Laura Kern, 
• Barbara Mitchell, 
• Robert Putnam, & 
• Kim Yanek 
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The updated Supporting and Responding (Version 2) guide includes:

• an expanded focus on support for students’ social, emotional, and 
behavioral (SEB) growth;

• additional practice areas (e.g., establishing positive connections, 
planning relevant instruction, fostering positive relationships);

• a stronger link to targeted and individualized SEB supports;
• an enhanced focus on staff implementation (e.g., an action 

planning tool, resources to monitor fidelity and access training, 
coaching, and feedback); and

• updated resource links and references to empirical support 
throughout.

What’s 
New?

24

https://www.pbis.org/resource/supporting-and-responding-to-behavior-evidence-based-classroom-strategies-for-teachers
https://www.pbis.org/resource/supporting-and-responding-to-behavior-evidence-based-classroom-strategies-for-teachers
https://www.pbis.org/resource/supporting-and-responding-to-behavior-evidence-based-classroom-strategies-for-teachers
https://www.pbis.org/resource/multi-tiered-system-of-supports-mtss-in-the-classroom
https://www.pbis.org/resource/multi-tiered-system-of-supports-mtss-in-the-classroom
https://www.pbis.org/resource/habits-of-effective-classroom-practice
https://www.pbis.org/resource/habits-of-effective-classroom-practice
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• Summarize evidence-based, 
positive, and proactive practices 
that support and respond to 
students’ SEB needs

• Support educators to implement 
practices throughout continuum of 
support (e.g., tiers 1, 2, and 3)

• Help educators prioritize 
instruction; promote meaningful 
and equitable outcomes; and 
support students’ SEB and academic 
growth.

• MTSS framework, such as positive 
behavioral interventions and 
supports (PBIS) 

• Classroom and schoolwide 
expectations and systems are directly 
linked; 

• Classroom practices are merged with 
effective instructional design, 
curriculum, and delivery; and 

• Classroom data are used to guide 
decision making.

What is the purpose of this guide? What needs to be in place before I 
can expect these practices to work?

Purpose & Description

25 26

27

EQUITY

Prioritize equity. MTSS is 
for all students, families, 
and educators. All 
means all; in other 
words, MTSS supports 
individuals from all 
ability, race/ ethnicity, 
gender, and LGBTQIA+, 
backgrounds. 

SYSTEMS

Invest in systems to 
support high-fidelity 
implementation across 
time. Consider efficient
and effective means to 
support educators’ 
professional learning 
and wellness.

PRACTICES

Emphasize practices that 
address identified 
needs, have supporting 
evidence, and match the 
local culture and 
context. Integrate, align, 
and connect practices 
within domains.

DATA

Use data to inform 
decisions related to 
screening, fidelity, 
progress monitoring, 
and  equitable 
outcomes.

OUTCOMES

Make student growth 
and benefit central to all 
decisions. Student 
outcomes that reflect 
equitable learning 
opportunities must be 
the ultimate criteria for 
all decision

28

29

This guide prioritizes practices that are 
(a) designed to promote students’ SEB growth, 
(b) consistent with positive and proactive values, 
(c) free to implement (e.g., not packaged programs), 

and 
(d) supported by empirical evidence across contexts 

(e.g., elementary, middle, and high schools; 
students from diverse backgrounds and with 
diverse needs). 

Research demonstrates that each practice is 
associated with positive outcomes,1 including:
• Improved SEB and academic outcomes,
• Decreased SEB challenges and contextually 

inappropriate behavior, and/or
• Reduced use of reactive and exclusionary 

discipline.
1(Long et al., 2019; Oliver et al., 2011; Simonsen et al., 
2008. Sutherland et al., 2019)

This Guide 
IS…

30
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This guide is not 
• a replacement for more comprehensive 

trainings and does not provide the depth of 
knowledge/research about each topic.

• a comprehensive resource on targeted (Tier 
2) or intensive (Tier 3) support. 

This Guide 
is NOT…

This guide (a) describes practices that provide 
an important foundation of universal (Tier 1) 
classroom support for all students and (b) 
suggests approaches to further differentiate 
(Tier 1), target (Tier 2), and intensify (Tier 3) 
these practices; however, additional training 
and coaching likely will be necessary to 
support students with targeted or intensive 
SEB needs.

32

33 34

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish Positive 
Connections

2.Actively promote 
SEB growth

2.1 Engage Students in 
Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & Supervise 
SEB & Academic Skills

2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity & 
use data to guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor Educator 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use data 
to guide response

4.1 Monitor Student 
Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 (Steps 
1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

Self-Assessment & Action Plan

Table with critical features, examples, 
non-examples, & resource links 
(publications, videos, etc.) for each 
practice.

35

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

36
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1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

• Design classroom layout to facilitate the most typical 
instructional activities (e.g., small groups, whole group, 
learning centers)

• Arrange furniture to allow for proximity and smooth 
teacher and student movement

• Assure instructional materials are neat, orderly, and 
ready for use by all students

• Consider unique student needs and ensure 
accessibility

• Post visuals that support critical content and learning 
practices (e.g., word walls, steps for the writing 
process, mathematical formulas), and reflect diversity 
of the classroom community

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

37

Safe Environment Examples

Minimize crowding 
& distraction

Maximize structure
& predictability

Goal is a safe environment, not “Pinterest perfect!”

38

1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

• Establish positive connections with students, families, 
and other members of the classroom community 
through purposeful communication

• Build in regular opportunities for positive connection 
throughout the year (e.g., positive family postcards, 
email, brief check-ins, scheduled meetings)

• Use formal and informal approaches to learn about 
students and understand their learning history, cultural 
identity, and preferences for learning, receiving 
feedback, etc.

• Authentically engage families as partners in learning
• Validate and affirm† students’ and families’ personal 

and cultural learning histories

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

39

https://www.pbis.org/resource/family-school-collaboration-in-positive-behavioral-
interventions-and-supports-creating-a-school-atmosphere-to-promote-collaboration

https://www.pbis.org/resource/aligning-and-integrating-family-engagement-in-pbis

40

1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

• Establish a predictable schedule and clear procedures 
for each teaching and learning activity and transitions 
between activities

• Post steps for specific routines to promote 
independence

• Teach routines and procedures explicitly (in 
combination with expectations, using classroom matrix 
see 1.4)

• Practice regularly and reteach throughout the year

• Provide specific feedback for students’ use of routines 
and procedures

• Promote self-managed or student-guided schedules

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

41

• Develop Predictable Routines & Schedule
– Teacher routines 

§ Administrative time
§ Personal time

– Student routines
§ Student directed activities
§ Whole group activities
§ Independent activities

• Make smooth, rapid transitions between 
activities throughout the class activity and 
day; teach/practice transition behaviors

Predictable Routines Considerations

42
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Predictable Routines Examples

43

Individually or as a team, 
begin to complete an 
EXAMPLE Positive 
Classroom Behavior 
Support Plan.  

Replace sample text with  
your routines (column 
headers)

Predictable Routines

Table Activity ~10 min

44

• If school implements a multitiered behavioral 
framework, such as PBIS, adopt the 3-5 positive school 
expectations as classroom expectations

• If school expectations do not exist, co-develop 
classroom expectations with students and post

• Collaborate with students and families to define 
expectations in ways that are observable, measurable, 
positively stated, understandable, and culturally 
relevant

• Teach expectations using examples and non-examples 
and with opportunities to practice and receive 
feedback, and reteach

• Validate, Affirm, Build, and Bridge (VABB)† to honor 
students’ personal and cultural learning histories when 
teaching expectations

1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

45

Expectations Considerations

A small number of 
positively-stated  

expectations or norms Why small 
number?

46

Whatcha think?

Non-Example

47

Why positive?

Non-Example

48
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Examples of Norms or Expectations

49

A small number of 
positively stated 

expectations or norms
Teaching matrix 

(expectations within 
routines)

Expectations Considerations

50

Entering 
Classroom

Seat Work
Small Group 

Activity
Leaving 

Classroom

Respect

• Kindly 
greet your 
teacher & 
peers

• …
• …
• …

• …
• …
• …

• …
• …
• …

Responsibility

• Check the 
board & 
start your 
“do now”

• …
• …
• …

• …
• …
• …

• …
• …
• …

Safety

• Put 
materials 
away

• Walk 

• …
• …
• …

• …
• …
• …

• …
• …
• …

Routines

Norms

2-3 Positively Stated 
Examples

Expectations Considerations

51

https://www.pbis.org/resource/creating-
a-classroom-teaching-matrix 

https://www.pbis.org/resource/pbis-cultural-
responsiveness-field-guide-resources-for-

trainers-and-coaches

Appendix D

Appendix G

52

Expectations Considerations

A small number of 
positively stated 

expectations or norms

2-3 examples of 
expected behavior 
within each routine

Teaching matrix 
(expectations  within 

routines)

53

• Walk

• Eat only in the Café

• Work quietly & 
independently

• Raise your hand to 
participate

• Don’t run

• No food in class

• No talking during 
seatwork

• No talk outs

Examples & Non-Examples of Examples J 

54
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ROUTINES
Transitions Teacher-directed 

Instruction
Cooperative 
Group Work

Independent 
Seatwork

Taking Care of 
Personal Needs

EX
PE

CT
AT

IO
NS

Be
 R

es
pe

ct
fu

l • Use an “indoor” 
voice  

• Help others if 
needed/asked 

• Follow specific 
teacher directions

• Actively listen to the 
teacher 

• Quietly raise your 
hand to ask a 
question or 
contribute 

• Actively listen to 
your peers 

• Use positive and 
constructive 
language

• Work quietly and 
maintain a 
distraction-free 
environment

• Do your own work 
• Raise your hand if 

you need help

• Quietly and 
discreetly take care 
of business 

• Raise your hand if 
you need teacher 
assistance

Be
 R

es
po

ns
ib

le

• Bring needed 
materials  

• Turn in work, as 
appropriate 

• Move efficiently 
between locations 

• Take notes on 
content 

• Ensure you have 
only appropriate 
materials out

• Ask if you need 
clarification on 
content or 
instructions

• Actively contribute to 
the group discussion 
and task

• Complete your 
share of the work

• Note any follow-up 
work to be 
completed 

• Label your work 
• Do your best work
• Ask for help if 

needed

• When possible, take 
care of needs during 
transitions 

• When necessary, 
follow procedures for 
signing in/out of 
room

• Fill your water bottle 
during transitions; 
leave it on your desk 
when not in use

Be
 S

af
e

• Walk slowly
• Keep hands, feet, 

and materials to self 
• Proceed directly to 

next location

• Stay in designated 
seat with “6 feet” on 
the floor

• Keep hands, feet, 
and materials to self

• Remain in 
designated seat and 
location 

• Use materials as 
instructed

• Use calm language 
if disagreements 
arise

• Stay in designated 
seat with “6 feet” on 
the floor

• Keep hands, feet, 
and materials to self

• Walk efficiently and 
directly between 
locations 

• Alert teacher to 
anything unsafe 

(Simonsen & Myers, 2015, Figure 6.2)

Classroom Matrix Example 2015 

55

Classroom Matrix Example 2019 

56

School Matrix Example 2020
Hallway Classroom Bus Online Group Online 

Independent

Re
sp

ec
t

• Smile with your 
eyes and wave to 
acknowledge 
adults & peers

• Use kind 
language

• Greet adults & 
peers at 
beginning & end 
of activity

• Use kind 
language

• Talk kindly to 
students sitting 
in your area

• Wait turn to 
board/exit

• Mute when 
listening

• Use kind 
language

• Take turns if 
others waiting

• Wear 
headphones

Re
sp

on
sib

ili
ty

• Maintain 6’ (big) 
personal space 
bubble

• Take care of your 
materials as you 
transition in the 
hallway

• Stay in assigned 
spot to maintain 
6’ distance

• Do your best
• Engage in 

learning

• Let bus driver 
know if unsafe 
behavior seen

• Sit in assigned 
seat & maintain 
distance

• Log-in/off on-
time

• Actively 
participate

• Have materials 
ready for each 
lesson/activity

• Stay engaged
• Keep device 

charged
• Ask for help (via 

email, chat, or 
with help of a 
parent) when 
you’re stuck

Sa
fe

ty

• Wear mask
• Follow 1-way 

direction arrows

• Wear mask
• Disinfect 

desk/table 
before & after 
use

• Wear mask
• Disinfect seat
• Keep hands to 

self

• Keep password 
private

• Let teacher know 
if private chat is 
inappropriate

• Disinfect 
keyboard & 
mouse 

• Take short breaks 
from your seat 
and screen

57

Individually or as a team, begin to 
complete an EXAMPLE Positive 
Classroom Behavior Support 
Plan.  

Replace sample text with  
your expectations (row headers) 
& 2-3 examples of expectation-
following behavior for each 
routine.

Teaching Matrix

Table Activity ~20 min

58

Strand Preview

Mon
(10:30-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Develop Habits of Effective Classroom Practice

Thurs
(9:00-12:30)

Data & Systems to Support Educators 

59

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

60
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Strengthening Our Classrooms 
(Practices & Systems) 

to Support Students & Educators
Brandi Simonsen, Ph.D.Nourishing Our Roots: 

Deepening & Strengthening 
Our Systems of Support for 

the Well-being of All

61

Strand Learning Objectives

1. Describe the core features of effective 
classroom practices to support all 
students, and develop an effective 
classroom environment plan. 

2. Discuss how we develop habits, and 
create an action plan to develop 
habits to support wellbeing in the 
classroom.

3. Identify data and systems features 
needed to scale habits of effective 
classroom practices. 

Nourishing 
Our Roots

62

Strand Outcomes or “Take Aways”

• Completed Positive 
Classroom Behavior 
Support Plan for your 
classroom and/or 
sample plan for a 
classroom at your 
school that 
documents critical 
practices

• An action plan that 
documents data & 
systems to improve 
implementation 
fidelity of these 
practices

Action Plan

Nourishing 
Our Roots

63

Strand Overview

Mon
(10:30-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Data, Systems, & Habits of Effective Practice

Thurs
(9:00-12:30)

Full Continuum of Effective Practice

64

Center on PBIS. (2022). 
Supporting and Responding to 
Student’s Social, Emotional, 
and Behavioral Needs: 
Evidence-Based Practices for 
Educators (Version 2). Center 
on PBIS, University of Oregon. 
www.pbis.org.

Review 
of GuideThanks to the team 

who lead the 
development of 
Version 2: 

• Brandi Simonsen, 
• Jenifer Freeman, 
• Maria Reina 

Santiago-Rosario, 
• Karen Robbie, 
• Heather George, 
• Steve Goodman, 
• Laura Kern, 
• Barbara Mitchell, 
• Robert Putnam, & 
• Kim Yanek 
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

66
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

• Arrange furniture to allow easy traffic flow
• Ensure adequate supervision of all areas
• Designate staff & student areas
• Seating arrangements (groups, carpet, etc.)

67

Individually or as a team, begin to 
complete an EXAMPLE Positive 
Classroom Behavior Support 
Plan.  

Replace sample text with  
your expectations (row headers) 
& 2-3 examples of expectation-
following behavior for each 
routine.

Teaching Matrix

Table Activity DEBRIEF

68

• If school implements a multitiered behavioral 
framework, such as PBIS, adopt the 3-5 positive school 
expectations as classroom expectations

• If school expectations do not exist, co-develop 
classroom expectations with students and post

• Collaborate with students and families to define 
expectations in ways that are observable, measurable, 
positively stated, understandable, and culturally 
relevant

• Teach expectations using examples and non-examples 
and with opportunities to practice and receive 
feedback, and reteach

• Validate, Affirm, Build, and Bridge (VABB)† to honor 
students’ personal and cultural learning histories when 
teaching expectations

1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

69

Expectations Considerations

A small number of 
positively stated  

expectations or norms

2-3 examples of 
expected behavior 
within each routine

Teaching matrix 
(expectations within 

routines)
Teach expectations 

directly using explicit 
social skills instruction

Actively involve 
students & provide 
practice in context

70

Teaching Expectations Examples 

Proctor Elementary School Porters Point School

71

Lesson Plan Example 

Objective

Examples

Materials

Activities
Model, Lead, Test

(I do, We do, You do)

Follow up
Prompt, Reinforce, 
Correct, Monitor, & 

Evaluate
HOLD OFF

72
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Social Skills Lesson Plan Example 

Ready Kind

Be Be

73

Kind Bee Lesson Power Point

Awesome bee is ready and kind.

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

Meet Awesome Bee!!

Awesome bee reminds us to be 
ready and kind too!!!

What does it 
mean to be 
ready?

What does it mean?

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

What does it 
mean to be 
kind?

Being ready means 
your body, technology, 
& space are all set for 
learning!

Being kind means you 
are nice to yourself, 
your teacher, and 
your peers in group.

Be ready

What does look like before group?

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

Be kind
• Charge or plug in device

• Video on with 
virtual background up

• Turn speaker volume on

• Be on time and ready to 
learn

• Choose a distraction 
free space

• Greet your teacher and 
friends at login!

Be ready

What does look like during group?

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

Be kind
• Video on with virtual 

background up 

• Mute your microphone  

• Keep your body calm 

• Ask for help if you need 
it

• Use nice words and 
faces 

• Respond to teacher 
instructions

• Look at the screen & 
actively listen 

• Participate & give your 
friends a turn

Is this ready?

Let’s check to be sure we’ve got it!

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

• Charge or plug in device

• Start with low battery

• Join on time

• Move out of view

• Have volume off 

• Start with speakers on

• Join late

• Join with video on

Is this kind?

Let’s check to be sure we’ve got it!

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

• Choose calm space

• Ignore peers

• Use nice words and faces 

• Stare away from screen 

• Choose noisy spot

• Greet friends and teacher!

• Ignore teacher

• Give friends a turn

To help us be ready and kind, 
we’re going to play a game!

• Each of you can earn a point when I catch you being kind and ready!  
(I have to catch you…if you ask it doesn’t count!)

• Each day, we’ll set a goal for the number of points we need to earn to 
“BEE AWESOME” and celebrate!  Today, we’re going to set a goal of 
earning 5 points!

• If we meet our goal, we’ll celebrate! 

• If we don’t meet our goal, we’ll make a plan to be ready and kind 
tomorrow and try again!!

Ready Kind

BE… Be… Awesome Bee reminds us to 
be ready and kind!

Earn points by being ready and kind.

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

Today’s goal: 5 points

If we meet our goal, we will earn:
Fun greeting

tomorrow
1 min 

dance party
1 min 
game

Email to 
Parent

Ready Kind

BE… Be…

Awesome Bee will be on my screen
to remind us to be ready and kind!

Let’s get started!  

Be ready and kind!!

74

https://www.pbis.org/resource/creating-
a-classroom-teaching-matrix 

https://www.pbis.org/resource/pbis-cultural-
responsiveness-field-guide-resources-for-

trainers-and-coaches

75

Individually or as a team, begin to 
complete an EXAMPLE lesson 
plan for 1 box in your matrix 
(expectation within routine)

Focus on objective, examples, 
materials, & lesson activities to 
model (I do), lead (we do), and 
test (you do).

Lesson Plans

Table Activity ~15 min

76

• Ensure the instructional materials and activities 
celebrate diversity of students and families (e.g., 
race/ethnicity, family composition, languages, cultural 
traditions, genders, physical strengths and needs, 
abilities, SES, local history)

• Select curricula (or adapt existing curricula) and 
activities (e.g., jigsaw) that are relevant for your 
students’ learning history and needs

• Consider various dimensions of each activity (e.g., 
difficulty, duration of task, choice, communication 
needs)

• Plan to differentiate to meet the needs of all learners 
(e.g., pre-teach prerequisite skills, provide alternative 
ways to access and respond to materials, flexible 
grouping)

1.Create positive 
teaching & learning 
environments 

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

77

https://intensiveintervention.org/int
ensive-intervention-features-

explicit-instruction

https://www.pbis.org/resource/exam
ples-of-engaging-instruction-to-

increase-equity-in-education

78
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https://www.pbis.org/resource/pbis-cultural-
responsiveness-field-guide-resources-for-
trainers-and-coaches

https://www.pbis.org/resource/high-school-
pbis-implementation-student-voice

79

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

80

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

• Use explicit instruction to teach SEB and academic 
skills 

• Provide high rates of opportunities for students to 
respond (e.g., asking a question, requesting worked 
problem, providing writing opportunity)

• Vary response opportunities to include:

• Individual, small-group, or whole group (choral or 
unison) opportunities

• Variety of response types (e.g., vocal, written, 
electronic student response system, response cards, 
white boards, guided notes, gestures)

• Differentiate to ensure equitable benefit

81

https://www.pbis.org/resource/clas
sroom-integrated-academics-and-

behavior-brief

https://www.pbis.org/resource/
effective-instruction-as-a-

protective-factor

82

Plan Engaging 
Instruction

• Provide high rates of 
opportunities to respond 
(OTRs)

• Consider various 
observable ways to 
engage students

• Link engagement with 
outcome objectives

OTRs

83

• Direct Instruction

• Computer Assisted 
Instruction

• Class-Wide Peer 
Tutoring

• Guided notes

• Response Cards

• 30-min lecture with no 
planned engagement 
strategy

• Waiting 5 min for a 
student to raise hand

• Calling on the same 2-
5 students during each 
activity

Examples & Non-Examples of Engaging Instruction 

84
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

• Positively greet each student as they enter the 
learning environment (e.g., greet at classroom door, 
login) 

• Provide structured and unstructured opportunities for 
students to engage with each other—create specific 
opportunities for students to practice SEB skills, 
communicate, and develop positive relationships with 
peers

• Incorporate students’ preferences into learning 
opportunities to increase connections during 
instruction

• Consider both verbal and non-verbal interactions to 
foster positive relationships

85

https://www.pbis.org/resource/positive-greetings-at-the-door

Positive Greetings at the Door Stand just inside or outside 
of the door and... 

1. Greet each student by 
name 

2. Have a short positive 
interaction (e.g., praise, 
friendly comment, 
question) 

3. Direct them to the first 
activity 

86

Functionover form

Focus on 

critical 

features

87

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills

• Remind students of key SEB skills before skills are 
expected (e.g., start of activity) to increase the 
likelihood that students use skills in the appropriate 
context

• Teach and emphasize self-managed prompts
• Actively monitor (check for understanding) and 

supervise (move, scan, interact proximity) during all 
routines to (a) prompt SEB and academic skills, (b) 
provide timely specific feedback, and (c) quickly 
redirect contextually inappropriate behaviors (or 
incorrect academic responses) to behaviors/skills that 
are appropriate for current context (or correct),

• Provide individualized prompts to support students 
with intensive needs

88

Prompts & Active Supervision Considerations

Prompts
• Deliver before behavior
• State expected behavior
• Remind of previously 

taught behaviors

89

Awesome Bee is ready and kind.

Ready Kind

Be Be

Meet Awesome Bee!!

Awesome Bee reminds us to be 
ready and kind too!!!

Classroom Prompts Examples

Fletcher Elementary SchoolMcCormick Elementary, MD

Visual, 
verbal, 

gestural 
reminders

“Remember 
to mute 

unless its 
your turn” 

90
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Prompts & Active Supervision Considerations

Prompts
• Deliver before behavior
• State expected behavior
• Remind of previously 

taught behaviors

Active Supervision
• Move 
• Scan
• Interact

91

• Move

• Scan

• Interact

• Stay in one spot

• Check email for 15 min 
without looking up

• Turn back on class

Active Supervision Examples & Non-Examples

92

Individually or as a team, begin to 
draft prompts.  

Replace sample text with  your 
prompts for a few key routines.

Feel free to add rows for 
additional routines.

Prompt & Supervise

Table Activity ~5 min

93

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

• Provide specific feedback to encourage SEB and 
academic skills (specific praise) and decrease errors 
(specific correction) 

• Effective specific praise names the skill/behavior, 
provides sincere positive feedback, and matches 
students’ preferences

• Effective specific corrections briefly signal the error, 
quickly redirect to the contextually appropriate skill, and 
may provide an opportunity to practice with feedback; 
corrections are delivered privately in a calm and 
supportive manner

• Provide at least 5 praise statements for every error 
correction (≥5:1 ratio); increase ratio for students 
demonstrating SEB risk (e.g., ≥9:1)

• Engage students in providing specific praise to each 
other and themselves

94

• It works!
Decades of research support the relationship between positive 
and specific feedback and student outcomes

• Positive climate & relationships
Providing positive feedback helps to create a positive classroom 
climate & develop positive relationships

• It’s all about the ratio!
Maintain a favorable ratio of positive to corrective feedback 
Provide at least 5 positive statements for every 1 corrective (5:1)

(Cook et al., 2020; Floress et al., 2017; Simonsen et al. 2008)

Specific Feedback: Why Praise?

95

Specific Feedback Definitions
• Specific Praise

“a positive statement, typically provided by the 
teacher, when a desired behavior occurs 
(contingent) to inform students specifically what 
they did well.”

• Specific Error Corrections or Redirections
“an informative statement, typically provided by 
the teacher, that is given when an undesired 
behavior occurs (contingent), states the 
observed behavior, and tells the student exactly 
what they should do in the future in a brief, 
concise manner..” 
Error corrections should also be calm, private, 
and instructional.

(Simonsen et al. 2008, pp. 362, 364, emphasis added)

5:1
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Specific Feedback: Examples

• Specific Praise
– “Nice hand raise.” 
– “Clear pronunciation.”
– “Helping your friend was kind.”

• Specific Error Corrections or 
Redirections
– “Instead of talking out, please raise your 

hand.” 
– “That sound is /ā/.  What sound?  Yes, /ā/. ”
– “Rather than laughing, please help your 

friend clean up the mess.”

(Simonsen et al. 2008, pp. 362, 364, emphasis added)

5:1

97

Individually or as a team, begin to 
draft specific praise and 
correction statements.  

Replace sample text with  your 
statements.

Feel free to add rows for 
additional examples.

.

Specific Feedback

Table Activity ~5 min
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

• Adopt procedures that celebrate, acknowledge, and 
reinforce (increase) use of SEB skills, academic skills, 
and contextually appropriate behavior; for example, 
consider:

• Teacher-student game or good behavior game
• Group contingency
• Token economy

• Adopt procedures that prevent or respond 
instructionally, respectfully, and supportively to SEB 
errors, academic errors, and contextually inappropriate 
behavior; for example, consider:
• Non-contingent reinforcement (NCR: e.g., attention 

or breaks)
• Differential reinforcement (DR) of alternative or low 

rates of behavior
• Self-management (SM)

99

https://www.pbis.org/resource/the-student-teacher-game

Student Teacher Game

101

What do 
you think?

Non-Example

102

#DITCHTHECLIP

https://www.pbis.org/resource/ditch-the-clip-why-clip-charts-are-not-a-pbis-
practice-and-what-to-do-instead

103
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What do 
you think?What should I have been doing?

Behaving

What was I doing?

I was fooling around

What I will do in the future?

I will be better

Non-Example

104

What do 
you think?What should I have been doing?

Working silently on my work

What was I doing?

I was goofing around with my friend

What I will do in the future?

• I will focus on my own work and raise 
my hand if I have a question.  

• I will goof around with my friend at 
recess.

Example

105

Additional Strategies to Consider

*Behavior is considered appropriate or inappropriate based on context

Adopt procedures that
celebrate, acknowledge, and
reinforce (increase) use of
SEB skills, academic skills,
and contextually appropriate
behavior*

• Teacher-student game or good 
behavior game

 
• Group contingency 

• Token economy

Adopt procedures that prevent or 
respond instructionally, 
respectfully, and supportively to 
SEB errors, academic errors, and 
contextually inappropriate 
behavior*

• Non-contingent reinforcement 
(NCR; e.g., attention or breaks) 

• Differential reinforcement (DR) of 
alternative or low rates of 
behavior 

• Self-management (SM)

5:1

Pair with Specific 
Feedback

106

Strand Preview

Mon
(11:00-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Data, Systems, & Habits of Effective Practice

Thurs
(9:00-12:30)

Full Continuum of Effective Practice

108

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

109

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

110
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Strengthening Our Classrooms 
(Practices & Systems) 

to Support Students & Educators
Brandi Simonsen, Ph.D.Nourishing Our Roots: 

Deepening & Strengthening 
Our Systems of Support for 

the Well-being of All

111

Strand Learning Objectives

1. Describe the core features of effective 
classroom practices to support all 
students, and develop an effective 
classroom environment plan. 

2. Discuss how we develop habits, and 
create an action plan to develop 
habits to support wellbeing in the 
classroom.

3. Identify data and systems features 
needed to scale habits of effective 
classroom practices. 

Nourishing 
Our Roots

112

Strand Outcomes or “Take Aways”

• Completed Positive 
Classroom Behavior 
Support Plan for your 
classroom and/or 
sample plan for a 
classroom at your 
school that 
documents critical 
practices

• An action plan that 
documents data & 
systems to improve 
implementation 
fidelity of these 
practices

Action Plan

Nourishing 
Our Roots

113

Look forward to next school year and identify:

1 concern for next year

2 hopes for your students

3 things you will do to nurture your students

Reflections

Table Activity
~10 min table groups

~5 min share out 

114

Strand Overview

Mon
(10:30-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Data, Systems, & Habits of Effective Practice

Thurs
(9:00-12:30)

Full Continuum of Effective Practice

115

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

116
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Do you have a complete draft of a 
classroom behavior support 
plan?

What questions do you have 
about what these practices?

Classroom Plan

Table Activity DEBRIEF

117

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

If implementation 
challenges…

118

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

• Measure fidelity, or the extent to which key practices 
(Table 1 and Table 2) are implemented as 
recommended 

• Use measures of implementation quantity (e.g., direct 
count of practices) and quality (e.g., ratings of 
implementation effectiveness)

• Monitor equitable use of practices among all 
subgroups of students (race/ethnicity, gender, 
language status, disability status)

• Obtain multiple perspectives (e.g., self, peer, 
mentor/coach, administrator, student) when assessing 
implementation

• Monitor across time to continue to enhance 
implementation

119 120

121

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

If implementation 
challenges…

• Use fidelity data (3.1) to guide decisions about 
implementation support 

• Access resources that provide information on key 
practices and explicit training that includes 
opportunities to practice with feedback

• Arrange coaching from self, peer, or mentor/coach that 
provides prompts for key practices and opportunities 
for in-vivo modeling if needed to enhance 
implementation

• Prioritize wellness, and access supports as needed

• Arrange supportive data-based feedback from self, 
peer, or mentor/ coach that provides specific data 
about implementation and suggestions for maintaining 
or achieving effective implementation of practices

• Celebrate implementation successes
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HABITS OF EFFECTIVE
CLASSROOM PRACTICE

123

•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

124

Check out our Practice Brief on 
Habits of Effective 
Classroom Practice

https://www.pbis.org/resource/habit
s-of-effective-classroom-practice

125

Habit Development
Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

126

Habit Development
Building Blocks of Behavior

“Cue”“Response”“Reward”

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

127

B
Behavior

Habit Development Example 1
Building Blocks of Behavior

Delivery truck 
arrives Dog barks Delivery truck 

leaves

Many practice 
opportunities later…

A
Antecedent

C
Consequence

128
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Habit Development Example 2
Building Blocks of Behavior

In public Wear a mask

Avoid germs & 
receive praise 
for respectful 

behaviorAfter a few practice 
opportunities…

Praise for correct 
mask wearing 

(corrections for 
mistakes)Many practice 

opportunities later…

B
Behavior

A
Antecedent

C
Consequence

129

Habit Development Example 3
Building Blocks of Behavior

Candy in grocery 
aisle + parent 
initially says 

“No”

Child whines for 
candy

Parent finally 
says “yes.”

Many practice 
opportunities later…

B
Behavior

A
Antecedent

C
Consequence

130

Habit Development Example 4
Building Blocks of Behavior

Child tantrums in 
checkout line

Parent finally 
says yes

Tantrum 
stops

Many practice 
opportunities later…Checkout Line Gives Candy Tantrum Prevented

B
Behavior

A
Antecedent

C
Consequence

131

Habit Development Example 4r
Building Blocks of Behavior

Child tantrums in 
checkout line

Parent finally 
says yes

Tantrum 
prevented

Then the parent realizes…there must be a better way!

Parent 
celebrates their 

parental 
awesomeness!

Post on social 

media to recruit 

attention!
Attention 

from child!

B
Behavior

A
Antecedent

C
Consequence

132

•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

133

Main messages:

•Start simple.

•Set up for success.

•Build effective habits.

•Celebrate successes!

W
ha

t?

134
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Habit Development
Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

Identify simple, evidence-based, and 
culturally relevant practices 
(practices = adult behaviors)

• Positive greetings and specific prompts

• Active engagement

• Specific positive (& corrective) feedback

135

https://www.pbis.org/resource/positive-greetings-at-the-door

Positive Greetings at the Door
Create a welcoming classroom 
environment 
Positive greetings:
• Increase student time on 

task
• Decrease disruptions 
• Build positive relationships

(Allday & Pakurar, 2007; Cook et al., 2018)

Why do it? 

136

https://www.pbis.org/resource/positive-greetings-at-the-door

Positive Greetings at the Door
Stand just inside or outside 
of the door and... 

1. Greet each student by 
name 

2. Have a short positive 
interaction (e.g., praise, 
friendly comment, 
question) 

3. Direct them to the first 
activity 

4. Prompt classroom 
norms 

What is it? 

143

What is it?
Prompt 

• Delivered before behavior
• State expected behavior
• Reminder of previously 

taught behaviors

A verbal prompt is a reminder of previously 
taught behaviors, delivered before the behavior, 
that explicitly states the expected behavior. 

(e.g., Simonsen et al., 2008)
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It works!Why do it? 
• Delivering prompts or precorrections for 

appropriate behavior results in increases in 
appropriate behavior and/or decreases in 
inappropriate behavior across a variety of student 
populations (Arceneaux & Murdock, 1997; Flood, Wilder, 
Flood, & Masuda, 2002; Gena, 2006; Wilder & Atwell, 2006)

• Specific prompts may be more effective than 
general prompts (Hunsaker, 1983). 

• More frequent prompts may be more effective 
than less frequent prompts (Lancioni et al., 2001). 

• Combining prompts or precorrection with active 
supervision (moving, scanning, and interacting 
during supervision) is effective across a variety of 
classroom and non-classroom settings (Colvin et al., 
1997; De Pry & Sugai, 2002; Lewis, Colvin, & Sugai, 2000).
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Prompts work!
“the level of off-task behavior without prompts 
was comparable to baseline, and the level of off 
task behavior with prompts was clearly lower.”

146
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147 148

Classroom Prompts Examples

Fletcher Elementary SchoolMcCormick Elementary, MD

Visual, 
verbal, 

gestural 
reminders

“Remember 
to mute 

unless its 
your turn” 

149

Quick activity to check our 
understanding of prompts.

If the scenario on the ppt is an 
example of a prompt, give us a 
“thumbs up.”

If the scenario is NOT an example 
of a prompt, give us a “thumbs 
down.” 

Examples or Non-Examples
Is this a prompt?

Let’s Play!

150

• Prompt

– Verbal statement (i.e., not look or gesture)

– Delivered before the behavior is expected

– Specifically states the appropriate behavior that is expected 
(i.e., consistent with classroom norms) 

So…what is it? 

156

B
Behavior Identify simple, evidence-based, and 

culturally relevant practices 
(practices = adult behaviors)

• Positive greetings and specific prompts

• Active engagement

• Specific positive (& corrective) feedback

157
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https://www.pbis.org/resource/examples-of-engaging-instruction-to-increase-equity-in-education

It works!

Why do it? 

158

What is it? 

https://www.pbis.org/resource/examples-of-engaging-instruction-to-increase-equity-in-education

• Connecting new content to 
prior knowledge and skills.

• Establishing and maintaining 
clear learning goals and 
expectations for each lesson.

• Modeling concepts and 
processes clearly in a step-by-
step fashion.

• Varying instruction in 
response to immediate and 
reflective feedback.

• Asking questions to 
continually monitor 
understanding and inform 
immediate feedback.

• Scaffolding learning 
experiences for students to 
practice, synthesize, and 
consolidate learning.
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What is it?
(Continued) 

• Provide high rates of 
opportunities to respond (OTRs)

• Consider various observable ways 
to engage students

• Link engagement with outcome 
objectives

“An Opportunity to Respond (OTR) is a teacher 
behavior that…solicits a student response (e.g., 
asking a question, presenting a demand).”

(Simonsen, Fairbanks, Briesch, Myers, & Sugai, 2008)
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• Direct Instruction

• Computer Assisted 
Instruction

• Class-Wide Peer 
Tutoring

• Guided notes

• Response Cards

• 30-min lecture with no 
planned engagement 
strategy

• Waiting 5 min for a 
student to raise hand

• Calling on the same 2-
5 students during each 
activity

Examples & Non-Examples

161

Quick activity to check our 
understanding of OTRs.

If the scenario on the ppt is an 
example of an OTR, give us a 
“thumbs up.”

If the scenario is NOT an example 
of an OTR, give us a “thumbs 
down.” 

Examples or Non-Examples
Is this an Opportunity to Respond?

Let’s Play!

162

• Opportunity to Respond 

– Educator behavior that solicits (i.e.., requests, occasions) 
an academic response

– OTRs may request verbal, gestural, written, or other 
response modalities

– OTRs may be delivered to an individual or a group of 
students (including a whole class)

So…what is it? 

171
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B
Behavior Identify simple, evidence-based, and 

culturally relevant practices 
(practices = adult behaviors)

• Positive greetings and specific prompts

• Active engagement

• Specific positive (& corrective) feedback

172

• It works!
Decades of research support the 
relationship between positive and 
specific feedback and student outcomes

• Positive climate & relationships
Providing positive feedback helps to 
create a positive classroom climate & 
develop positive relationships

• It’s all about the ratio!
Maintain a favorable ratio of positive to 
corrective feedback 
Provide at least 5 positive statements 
for every 1 corrective (5:1)

(Cook et al., 2020; Floress et al., 2017; Simonsen et al. 2008)

5:1

Why do it? 

173

• Behavior Specific Praise
“a positive statement, typically provided by 
the teacher, when a desired behavior occurs 
(contingent) to inform students specifically 
what they did well.”

• Specific Error Corrections or 
Redirections
“an informative statement, typically provided 
by the teacher, that is given when an 
undesired behavior occurs (contingent), states 
the observed behavior, and tells the student 
exactly what they should do in the future in a 
brief, concise manner..”

(Simonsen et al. 2008, pp. 362, 364, emphasis added)

5:1

What is it? 

177

• Behavior Specific Praise
– “Nice hand raise.” 
– “Clear pronunciation.”
– “Helping your friend was kind.”

• Specific Error Corrections or 
Redirections
– “Instead of talking out, please raise your 

hand.” 
– “That sound is /ā/.  What sound?  Yes, /ā/. ”
– “Rather than laughing, please help your 

friend clean up the mess.” 5:1

Examples

178

Quick activity to check our 
understanding of behavior 
specific praise (BSP).

If the scenario on the ppt is an 
example of BSP, give us a 
“thumbs up.”

If the scenario is NOT an example 
of BSP, give us a “thumbs down.” 

Examples or Non-Examples
Is this Behavior Specific Praise?

Let’s Play!

179

• Behavior Specific Praise
– Positive verbal statement
– Delivered immediately after the 

behavior(contingent) 
– States observed desired behavior

• Specific Error Corrections or 
Redirections
– Corrective verbal statement
– Delivered after the behavior(contingent) 
– States observed behavior & redirects to 

desired behavior
– Brief & concise
– Calm & neutral

5:1

So…what is it? 

190
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Main messages:

W
ha

t?

•Start simple.

•Set up for success.

•Build effective habits.

•Celebrate successes!

Identify simple, evidence-based, and 
culturally relevant practices (behaviors)

B
Behavior

H
ow

?

191

Child tantrums in 
checkout line

Parent finally 
says yes

Tantrum 
stopsprevente

d

Parent 
celebrates their 

parental 
awesomeness!

Change cues Practice a new behavior Celebrate

B
Behavior

A
Antecedent

C
Consequence

Habit Development Strategies
Building Blocks of Behavior

192

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment
• promote desired 

behavior &
• prevent undesired 

behavior 

• Add prompts

• Teach & practice 
desired behaviors to 
fluency

 

• Monitor 
implementation

• Provide specific 
feedback 

• Celebrate success 
(reinforce progress 
& desired behavior)

• Do not reinforce 
undesired behavior

Habit Development Strategies
Building Blocks of Behavior

193

• Provide specific 
feedback 

• Celebrate success 
(reinforce progress 
& desired behavior)

• Do not reinforce 
undesired behavior

• Redesign 
environment
• promote desired 

behavior &
• prevent undesired 

behavior 

• Add prompts

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment 
• add greeting poster 

(or slide on screen)
• prep in advance of 

class

• Add reminder

• Teach & practice 
desired behaviors to 
fluency

 

• Monitor 
implementation

Habit Development Example
Positive Greetings at the Door/Login

194

https://www.pbis.org/announcements/track-positive-reinforcement-with-our-be-app

195

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment 
• add greeting poster 

(or slide on screen)
• prep in advance of 

class

• Add reminder

• Teach & practice 
desired behaviors to 
fluency

 

• Monitor 
implementation

• Provide specific 
feedback 

• Celebrate success 
(reinforce progress & 
desired behavior)

• Do not reinforce 
undesired behavior

• Teach & practice 
greetings until they 
become a habit

 

• Track greetings to 
ensure each student 
is greeted

• Tell yourself, “nice 
greeting” 

• Celebrate with class 
for efficient and 
positive start to class

• If you forget, add a 
prompt for next time

Habit Development Example
Positive Greetings at the Door/Login

196
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•How do you know if you’re implementing it? 
•Structure or protocol 
•Monitor data over time

•How do you know implementation is 
equitable?
• Is everyone getting “it”?
•Who’s benefitting from “it”?

•How do you differentiate to meet diverse 
needs?
•Change quantity (more/less)
•Change quality (adjust practice)

Beyond the Basics
Positive Greetings at the Door/Login

197

Student Greeted 
Student

Attended 
Class

% of work 
completed this 

week

Response to How 
are you Feeling 

Prompt

Preferred T&L 
Context

Connection made 
with student

Abbey Alton ✔ ✔ 100 Thumbs up Remote TV Show

Burt Buzzy 25 Unsure Unsure

Devon 
Donaldson

✔ ✔ 90 Neutral No preference Pet

Jose Juggler ✔ ✔ 75 Thumbs up In person Siblings

Hannah Held ✔ ✔ 100 Thumbs up In person Dessert

Sammy Shy 100 Thumbs up Remote TV show

Susie Sunshine ✔ ✔ 75 Thumbs down In person Pet

Regina Rock ✔ ✔ 100 Thumbs up No preference Cooking

Kim Yanek

Beyond the Basics
Positive Greetings at the Door/Login

198

Resources to Support
Positive Greetings at the Door/Login

https://www.pbis.org/resource/positive
-greetings-at-the-door

https://www.pbis.org/resource/socially-
connected-while-physically-distant
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• Redesign 
environment
• promote desired 

behavior &
• prevent undesired 

behavior 

• Add prompts

Habit Development Example
Active Engagement

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment 
• add OTRs to lesson 

materials
• reduce “lecture” 

segments

• Add reminder

• Teach & practice 
desired behaviors to 
fluency

 

• Monitor 
implementation

• Provide specific 
feedback 

• Celebrate success 
(reinforce progress 
& desired behavior)

• Do not reinforce 
undesired behavior

• Teach & practice 
OTRs until they 
become a habit

 

• Track OTRs to ensure 
high rate of varied 
OTRs

• Tell yourself, “great 
engaging instruction” 

• Celebrate active 
engagement with 
music during work

• If your rates are low, 
add OTRs for future

OTR = Opportunity to Respond
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•How do you know if you’re implementing it? 
•Structure or protocol 
•Monitor data over time

•How do you know implementation is 
equitable?
• Is everyone getting “it”?
•Who’s benefitting from “it”?

•How do you differentiate to meet diverse 
needs?
•Change quantity (more/less)
•Change quality (adjust practice)

Beyond the Basics
Active Engagement

201

• Spider Web Discussion Map
• Flipped Learning (explicit instruction recorded and reviewed prior to 

class time, allowing more interaction with content)
• Think-Pair-Share using small groups & Google Doc/Padlet/etc
• Making Thinking Visible 

(https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/hand
outs/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIde
a.pdf
• Flipgrid
• Virtual Gallery Walks
• Moving Station Brainstorming Online
• Response cards (“Anita Archer Style” J)
https://www.edutopia.org/article/8-strategies-improve-participation-your-virtual-classroom

Beyond the Basics
Active Engagement

202

https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/handouts/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIdea.pdf
https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/handouts/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIdea.pdf
https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/handouts/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIdea.pdf
https://www.edutopia.org/article/8-strategies-improve-participation-your-virtual-classroom
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• Spider Web Discussion Map
• Flipped Learning (explicit instruction recorded and reviewed prior to 

class time, allowing more interaction with content)
• Think-Pair-Share using small groups & Google Doc/Padlet/etc
• Making Thinking Visible 

(https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/hand
outs/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIde
a.pdf
• Flipgrid
• Virtual Gallery Walks
• Moving Station Brainstorming Online
• Response cards (“Anita Archer Style” J)
https://www.edutopia.org/article/8-strategies-improve-participation-your-virtual-classroom

Beyond the Basics
Strategies to Promote Active Engagement

(Synchronous & Asynchronous)
Kim Yanek

203

Resources to Support
Active Engagement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l
0I02o_YLnM&feature=youtu.be

https://www.pbis.org/resource/e
xamples-of-engaging-instruction-
to-increase-equity-in-education

https://www.pbis.org/resource
/effective-instruction-as-a-

protective-factor

204

Habit Development Example
Specific Positive (& Corrective) Feedback

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment
• promote desired 

behavior &
• prevent undesired 

behavior 

• Add prompts

• Redesign 
environment 
• script praise in 

matrix
• look for desired 

behavior

• Add reminder

• Teach & practice 
desired behaviors to 
fluency

 

• Monitor 
implementation

• Provide specific 
feedback 

• Celebrate success 
(reinforce progress 
& desired behavior)

• Do not reinforce 
undesired behavior

• Teach & practice 
specific praise until 
it become a habit

 

• Track specific praise 
statements and 
error corrections 
and ensure 5:1 ratio

• Tell yourself, “way to 
rock the ratio” 

• Celebrate positive 
environment with 
praise around

• If your rates are low, 
revisit praise plan
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•How do you know if you’re implementing it? 
•Structure or protocol 
•Monitor data over time

•How do you know implementation is 
equitable?
• Is everyone getting “it”?
•Who’s benefitting from “it”?

•How do you differentiate to meet diverse 
needs?
•Change quantity (more/less)
•Change quality (adjust practice)

Beyond the Basics
Specific Positive (& Corrective) Feedback

206

Be+ App

Counter

Beyond the Basics
Specific Positive (& Corrective) Feedback

207

Resources to Support
Specific Positive (& Corrective) Feedback

https://www.pbis.org/resource/the-
student-teacher-game

https://www.pbis.org/resource/creating-effective-
classroom-environments-plan-template

208

https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/handouts/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIdea.pdf
https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/handouts/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIdea.pdf
https://www.nesacenter.org/uploaded/conferences/FTI/2016/handouts/Mark_Church/D_MakingThinkingVisible_Summary_TheMainIdea.pdf
https://www.edutopia.org/article/8-strategies-improve-participation-your-virtual-classroom
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Main messages:

Practice to fluency/automaticity and 
monitor implementation (behaviors)

Key actions:

Design environments to 
support implementation (antecedents)

Identify simple, evidence-based, and 
culturally relevant practices (behaviors)

Acknowledge and celebrate successes 
(reinforcing consequences) 

C
Consequence

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

B
Behavior

W
ha

t?
H

ow
?

•Start simple.

•Set up for success.

•Build effective habits.

•Celebrate successes!

209

•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 

210

Core Features of PBIS/MTSS

OUTCOMES

PRACTICES

DATA

SY
ST
EM
S

EQUITY

211

Habit Development Systems
Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment 
(change cues)

• Add prompts

• Teach & practice 
to fluency

 

• Monitor 
implementation

• Celebrate success 

• Prevent reward 
for undesired 
behavior

212

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

Train & Coach

Monitor Fidelity & 
Outcomes

Prompt & Remind

Greet 
Students
!

Provide Resources to Support Celebrate Progress & Successes!

SR+

Performance Feedback

Habit Development Systems
Building Blocks of Behavior

213

Center on PBIS. (January 
2023). Supporting and 
Responding to Educators 
Classroom PBIS 
Implementation Needs: Guide 
to Classroom
Systems and Data. Center on 
PBIS, University of Oregon. 
www.pbis.org.

Overview: 
Guide to 

Classroom 
Systems & 

Data

Thanks to the team 
who lead the 
development of 
guide: 

• Jenifer Freeman, 
• Brandi Simonsen, 
• Karen Robbie, 
• Maria Reina 

Santiago-Rosario, 
• Steve Goodman, 
• Sarah Wilkinson,
• Kim Yanek, 
• Sarah Sinnott,
• Sarah Rosati,
• Mara Power, &
• Katie Meyer 

214
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Self-Assessment & Action Plan
Table with critical features, examples, 
non-examples, & resource links 
(publications, videos, etc.) for each step.

215

1. Establish 
foundations to 
support classroom 
PBIS 
implementation

Steps to Support & Respond to Educators Implementation Needs

1.2 Secure 
resources

1.3 Align & 
integrate …

1.1 Collaboratively 
establish 
priority

1.4 Promote 
culture of 
wellness

2. Explicitly teach 
& coach

2.2 Explicitly  
teach

2.3 Coach & 
provide 
supportive 
feedback

2.1 Communicate 
clear 
expectations

2.4 Celebrate 
successes!

3.2, 4.2, 5.2 Use continuous improvement process

3.1 Monitor team 
implementation 
of systems  
(steps 1 & 2)

4.1 Monitor 
educator 
implementation 
& acceptability

3. Monitor 
systems 
implementation 
& use problem 
solving process 

4. Monitor 
educator 
implementation 
& use problem 
solving process 

5. Monitor 
equitable student 
benefit & use 
problem solving 
process 

5.1 Monitor valued 
student 
outcomes & 
acceptability 

If system 
implementation 
challenges…

If educator 
implementation 
challenges…

If students do 
not benefit 
equitably…

3.3 Revisit & 
enhance 
systems 
(steps 1-2)

4.3 Differentiate 
training, 
coaching, & 
feedback

5.3 Enhance SEB 
support & 
modify training 
& coaching

216

1. Establish 
foundations to 
support classroom 
PBIS 
implementation

(Systems to Support Classroom Practice graphic updated  March 2022)

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Funding and 
Alignment Policy Workforce 

Capacity

Training Coaching Evaluation

Local Implementation Demonstrations

Executive Team Functions

Leadership Teaming
Implementation Functions

1.2 Secure 
resources

1.3 Align & 
integrate …

1.1 Collaboratively 
establish 
priority

1.4 Promote 
culture of 
wellness
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1. Establish 
foundations to 
support classroom 
PBIS 
implementation

Steps to Support & Respond to Educators Implementation Needs

1.2 Secure 
resources

1.3 Align & 
integrate …

1.1 Collaboratively 
establish 
priority

1.4 Promote 
culture of 
wellness

2. Explicitly teach 
& coach

2.2 Explicitly  
teach

2.3 Coach & 
provide 
supportive 
feedback

2.1 Communicate 
clear 
expectations

2.4 Celebrate 
successes!

218

2. Explicitly teach 
& coach

2.1 Communicate 
clear 
expectations

2.2 Explicitly  
teach

2.3 Coach & 
provide 
supportive 
feedback

2.4 Celebrate 
successes!

Coach

Peer

Self

Examples of training & coaching
Secure time for 
brief monthly 
training during 
existing 
meetings

Teach educators 
to self-monitor 
& self-evaluate 
implementation

Educators bring 
data to PLC, 
problem solve 
challenges & 
celebrate 
successes

Coaches record brief explicit 
training videos of each practice & 
send weekly email prompts with 
reminders about practice 
implementation & supports 

Peers watch 
video, take 
data, provide 
feedback, 
problem solve 
challenges, & 
celebrate 
successes 
collaboratively

Educators 
independently 
watch video, 
self-monitor, 
self-evaluate, 
self-reinforce, & 
ask for support 
as needed

and/or

219

• We manage our own behavior in the same manner as 
we manage anyone else’s (Skinner, 1953).

• Self-management is engaging in one response (the self-
management behavior) that affects the probability of a 
subsequent behavior (the target or desired behavior).

• For example, keeping a “to do” list (self-management 
behavior) may increase the likelihood that you “do” the 
things on your list (target behaviors). 

Self-Management
What is it?

220
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Self-management (following brief 
training + email coaching prompts) 
resulted in desired initial increases in 
specific classroom management skills 
across teachers.  

Self-Management
Why do it?

(Simonsen, Freeman, et al, 2017; 2020)

221

Targeted PD works!
The combination of brief training + weekly email 
prompts + daily self-management (goal setting, 
self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and self-
reinforcement) resulted in increases in specific 
praise.
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The best predictor of OTRs was grade level taught (p<.05)
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• Set a Goal
• Examples:

• Increase my rate of specific praise to 4 times per minute during math instruction
• Increase the distribution of my specific praise to ensure all students receive at least 

2 praise statements during math
• Use at least a 5:1 praise to corrective ratio during literacy

• Select a Measure (that matches your goal)

• Self-Monitor and Evaluate

• Self Reinforce and Share your Experiences

Be+ App

Self-Management
How?

227

•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 
•We scale-up effective habits by 

building systems to cue, provide 
enhanced practice, and celebrate 
enhancements. 

228

Individually or as a team

• Consider specific strategies to 
develop habits of effective 
practice

• Add items to action plan

Data, Habits, & Systems

Table Activity

~40 min

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment 
(change cues)

• Add prompts

• Teach & practice 
to fluency

• Monitor 
implementation

• Celebrate success 
• Prevent reward 

for undesired 
behavior

Action Plan
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

Habit Development
Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

“Cue” “Response” “Reward”
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

Main messages:

Practice to fluency/automaticity and 
monitor implementation (behaviors)

Key actions:

Design environments to 
support implementation (antecedents)

Identify simple, evidence-based, and 
culturally relevant practices (behaviors)

Acknowledge and celebrate successes 
(reinforcing consequences) 

C
Consequence

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

B
Behavior

W
ha

t?
Ho

w
?

•Start simple.

•Set up for success.

•Build effective habits.

•Celebrate successes!

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 
•We scale-up effective habits by 

building systems to cue, provide 
enhanced practice, and celebrate 
enhancements. Habit Development Systems

Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

Train & Coach

Monitor Fidelity & Outcomes

Prompt & Remind

Greet 
Students!

Provide Resources to Support Celebrate Progress & Successes!

SR+
Performance Feedback

232
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Strand Preview

Mon
(11:00-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Data, Systems, & Habits of Effective Practice

Thurs
(9:00-12:30)

Full Continuum of Effective Practice
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

If implementation 
challenges…
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …
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Strengthening Our Classrooms 
(Practices & Systems) 

to Support Students & Educators
Brandi Simonsen, Ph.D.Nourishing Our Roots: 

Deepening & Strengthening 
Our Systems of Support for 

the Well-being of All
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Strand Learning Objectives

1. Describe the core features of effective 
classroom practices to support all 
students, and develop an effective 
classroom environment plan. 

2. Discuss how we develop habits, and 
create an action plan to develop 
habits to support wellbeing in the 
classroom.

3. Identify data and systems features 
needed to scale habits of effective 
classroom practices. 

Nourishing 
Our Roots
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Strand Outcomes or “Take Aways”

• Completed Positive 
Classroom Behavior 
Support Plan for your 
classroom and/or 
sample plan for a 
classroom at your 
school that 
documents critical 
practices

• An action plan that 
documents data & 
systems to improve 
implementation 
fidelity of these 
practices

Action Plan

Nourishing 
Our Roots
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Look forward to next school year and identify:

1 concern for next year

2 hopes for yourself as an educator

3 things you will do to care for yourself

Reflections

Table Activity
~10 min table groups

~5 min share out 
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Strand Overview

Mon
(10:30-12:30)

Context & Critical Practices

Tue
(9:15-12:30)

Critical Practices

Wed
(9:45-12:30)

Data, Systems, & Habits of Effective Practice

Thurs
(9:00-10:30 & 
11:00-12:30)

Full Continuum of Effective Practice
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

If implementation 
challenges…
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Core Features of PBIS/MTSS

OUTCOMES

PRACTICES

DATA

SY
ST
EM
S

EQUITY
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

Habit Development
Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

“Cue” “Response” “Reward”
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

Main messages:

Practice to fluency/automaticity and 
monitor implementation (behaviors)

Key actions:

Design environments to 
support implementation (antecedents)

Identify simple, evidence-based, and 
culturally relevant practices (behaviors)

Acknowledge and celebrate successes 
(reinforcing consequences) 

C
Consequence

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

B
Behavior

W
ha

t?
Ho

w
?

•Start simple.

•Set up for success.

•Build effective habits.

•Celebrate successes!

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 

244
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 
•We scale-up effective habits by 

building systems to cue, provide 
enhanced practice, and celebrate 
enhancements. Habit Development Systems

Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

Train & Coach

Monitor Fidelity & Outcomes

Prompt & Remind

Greet 
Students!

Provide Resources to Support Celebrate Progress & Successes!

SR+
Performance Feedback
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Individually or as a team

• Consider specific strategies to 
develop habits of effective 
practice

• Add items to action plan

Data, Habits, & Systems

Table Activity

DEBRIEF

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

• Redesign 
environment 
(change cues)

• Add prompts

• Teach & practice 
to fluency

• Monitor 
implementation

• Celebrate success 
• Prevent reward 

for undesired 
behavior

Action Plan
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

• Operationally define student outcomes (behavior/skill) 
in observable, measurable, and specific terms 

• Select the appropriate data collection strategy, given 
features of the behavior/skill and context: 
• Counting (frequency or rate)

• Timing (duration, latency, inter-response time)
• Sampling (time-based estimates)

• Other descriptive methods (e.g., ABC recording, 
rating scales, extant data)
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• Count hand raises vs. talk-outs 
on an app after teaching 
students how to respectfully 
get your attention

• Take data on how students 
enter class while greeting 
them at the door

• Hope your instruction was 
awesome and behavior will 
magically improve

• Give a written test on respect, 
and yell at students when they 
are disrespectful

Examples & Non-Examples Monitoring

249

Social Skills Lesson Plan Example 

Model, Lead, Test
(I do, We do, You do)

Follow up
Prompt, Reinforce, 
Correct, Monitor, & 

Evaluate
Now!!!
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Individually or as a team

• Revisit lesson plan for 1 box in 
your matrix (expectation 
within routine)

• Focus on follow up activities

Lesson Plans Revisted

Table Activity ~10 min
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

• Operationally define student outcomes (behavior/skill) 
in observable, measurable, and specific terms 

• Select the appropriate data collection strategy, given 
features of the behavior/skill and context: 

• Disaggregate data by subgroup (race/ethnicity, gender, 
language status, disability status) to monitor equitable 
outcomes

• Review outcome data to determine whether students 
are (a) engaging in SEB and academic skills and 
contextually appropriate behavior and/or (b) showing 
on-going SEB needs and contextually inappropriate 
behavior
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https://intensiveintervention.org/intensive-intervention/progress-monitor
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https://www.pbis.org/resource/pbis-forum-in-brief-tips
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

• If review of student outcome data indicate that many 
students are continuing to demonstrate risk or need, 
enhance implementation of Tier 1 (i.e., practices in 
Table 1 and Table 2)

• Enhance cultural responsiveness of implementation
• Implement neutralizing routines to respond 

instructionally and equitably to SEB errors
• Further differentiate implementation to meet the 

needs of all learners, including students with 
disabilities

• Enhance Tier 1 to support common needs of students 
who experienced crisis (e.g., natural disaster, school 
violence, pandemic)
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

• Implement strategies to (a) enhance Tier 1 (4.2) and 
(b) develop student skills so they can better access and 
benefit from Tier 1 support

• Use data to guide further adjustments to student 
support 

• For students with on-going SEB or academic risk/need, 
(a) consider targeted (Tier 2) approaches to prevent, 
teach, reinforce, and respond to students’ needs and 
(b) request support to implement 

• For students with complex, chronic, or significant 
needs, (a) consider intensive intervention (Tier 3) and 
(b) request support to complete a comprehensive 
assessment (e.g., functional behavioral assessment) 
and develop an individualized support plan (e.g., 
behavior intervention plan)
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Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

Prevent Teach Respond

Ti
er

 3
 (I

nd
iv

id
ua

liz
ed

) • Individualize physical design
• Individualize routines
• Intensify connections
• Intensify &  individualize 

prom pts for SEB skills
• Im plem ent individualized 

antecedent m anipulations

• Individualize &  intensify 
explicit instruction in SEB 
skills

• Individualize &  intensify  

academ ic instruction
• Align individualized SEB skills 

w ith classroom  and school 
norm s or expectations 

• Intensify and individualize 
specific positive and 
supportive feedback

• Intensify and individualize 

recognition strategies
• Enhance strategies to 

decrease future SEB 
challenges

Ti
er

 2
 (T

ar
ge

te
d)

• Increase structure
• Re-teach routines
• Increase connections
• Target prom pts &  

supervision
• Im plem ent targeted 

antecedent m anipulations

• Explicitly teach targeted SEB 
skills

• Connect targeted instruction 
to tier 1 norm s or 

expectations

• Increase specific positive & 
supportive feedback

• Enhance continuum  of 
recognition strategies

• Enhance strategies to 
decrease SEB challenges

Ti
er

 1
 (U

ni
ve

rs
al

)

• Effectively design space
• Develop & teach predictable 

routines
• Connect w ith students

• Select &  define classroom  
norm s and critical SEB skills

• Prom pt expected SEB skills
• Actively supervise

• Engage in effective 
instruction

• Explicitly teach positively- 
stated classroom  norm s

• Explicitly teach SEB skills

• Provide specific positive 
feedback on SEB skills

• Provide supportive 
corrective feedback to 

address SEB errors
• M aintain a high ratio of 

positive to corrective 
feedback

Decide
• Monitor fidelity 
• Monitor student 

outcomes
• Make data-based 

decisions to 
maintain or modify 
support

I&I = Intensive & Individualized
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Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

Prevent Teach Respond

Ti
er

 3
 (I

nd
iv

id
ua

liz
ed

) • Individualize physical design
• Individualize routines
• Intensify connections
• Intensify &  individualize 

prom pts for SEB skills
• Im plem ent individualized 

antecedent m anipulations

• Individualize &  intensify 
explicit instruction in SEB 
skills

• Individualize &  intensify  

academ ic instruction
• Align individualized SEB skills 

w ith classroom  and school 
norm s or expectations 

• Intensify and individualize 
specific positive and 
supportive feedback

• Intensify and individualize 

recognition strategies
• Enhance strategies to 

decrease future SEB 
challenges

Ti
er

 2
 (T

ar
ge

te
d)

• Increase structure
• Re-teach routines
• Increase connections
• Target prom pts & 

supervision
• Im plem ent targeted 

antecedent m anipulations

• Explicitly teach targeted SEB 
skills

• Connect targeted instruction 
to tier 1 norm s or 

expectations

• Increase specific positive & 
supportive feedback

• Enhance continuum  of 
recognition strategies

• Enhance strategies to 
decrease SEB challenges

Ti
er

 1
 (U

ni
ve

rs
al

)

• Effectively design space
• Develop & teach predictable 

routines
• Connect w ith students

• Select &  define classroom  
norm s and critical SEB skills

• Prom pt expected SEB skills
• Actively supervise

• Engage in effective 
instruction

• Explicitly teach positively- 
stated classroom  norm s

• Explicitly teach SEB skills

• Provide specific positive 
feedback on SEB skills

• Provide supportive 
corrective feedback to 

address SEB errors
• M aintain a high ratio of 

positive to corrective 
feedback

Decide
• Monitor fidelity 
• Monitor student 

outcomes
• Make data-based 

decisions to 
maintain or modify 
support
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Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

• Effectively design space
• Develop & teach predictable 

routines
• Connect with students
• Select & define classroom norms 

and critical SEB skills
• Prompt expected SEB skills
• Actively supervise
• Engage in effective instruction

PREVENT

260

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

• Explicitly teach positively- stated 
classroom norms

• Explicitly teach SEB skills

TEACH

261

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

• Provide specific positive 
feedback on SEB skills

• Provide supportive corrective 
feedback to address SEB errors

• Maintain a high ratio of positive 
to corrective feedback

RESPOND

262
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Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

Decide
•Monitor fidelity 
•Monitor student 
outcomes

•Make data-based 
decisions to maintain or 
modify support
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Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

264

Individually or as a team

• Consider how to differentiate 
Tier 1

• Add items to action plan

Full Continuum

Table Activity

~15 min

Action Plan
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Target Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

Prevent Teach Respond

Ti
er

 3
 (I

nd
iv

id
ua

liz
ed

) • Individualize physical design
• Individualize routines
• Intensify connections
• Intensify &  individualize 

prom pts for SEB skills
• Im plem ent individualized 

antecedent m anipulations

• Individualize &  intensify 
explicit instruction in SEB 
skills

• Individualize &  intensify  

academ ic instruction
• Align individualized SEB skills 

w ith classroom  and school 
norm s or expectations 

• Intensify and individualize 
specific positive and 
supportive feedback

• Intensify and individualize 

recognition strategies
• Enhance strategies to 

decrease future SEB 
challenges

Ti
er

 2
 (T

ar
ge

te
d)

• Increase structure
• Re-teach routines
• Increase connections
• Target prom pts &  

supervision
• Im plem ent targeted 

antecedent m anipulations

• Explicitly teach targeted SEB 
skills

• Connect targeted instruction 
to tier 1 norm s or 

expectations

• Increase specific positive & 
supportive feedback

• Enhance continuum  of 
recognition strategies

• Enhance strategies to 
decrease SEB challenges

Ti
er

 1
 (U

ni
ve

rs
al

)

• Effectively design space
• Develop & teach predictable 

routines
• Connect w ith students

• Select &  define classroom  
norm s and critical SEB skills

• Prom pt expected SEB skills
• Actively supervise

• Engage in effective 
instruction

• Explicitly teach positively- 
stated classroom  norm s

• Explicitly teach SEB skills

• Provide specific positive 
feedback on SEB skills

• Provide supportive 
corrective feedback to 

address SEB errors
• M aintain a high ratio of 

positive to corrective 
feedback

Decide
• Monitor fidelity 
• Monitor student 

outcomes
• Make data-based 

decisions to 
maintain or modify 
support
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Target Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

PREVENT
• Increase structure
• Re-teach routines
• Increase connections
• Target prompts & supervision
• Implement targeted antecedent 

manipulations
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Target Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

TEACH
• Explicitly teach targeted SEB 

skills
• Connect targeted instruction to 

Tier 1 norms or expectations

268
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Target Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

RESPOND
• Increase specific positive & 

supportive feedback
• Enhance continuum of 

recognition strategies
• Enhance strategies to decrease 

SEB challenges
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Common Tier 2 Intervention Approaches

• Check-In, Check-Out 
(CICO)
(e.g., Hawken et al., 2021)

• Targeted small-group 
social skills instruction 
(e.g., Cho Blair et al., 2020; Kern et al., 
2020; Lane et al., 2009)

• Self-management 
(e.g., Briesch & Chafouleas, 2009; Van 
Camps, 2021) 

• Check and Connect 
(e.g., Anderson et al., 2004) 

• Check, Connect, & Expect 
(e.g., Cheney et al., 2009) 

• First Step to Success 
(e.g., Walker et al., 2009) 
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Target Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

271

Individually or as a team

• Consider how to target (Tier 2) 
practices

• Add items to action plan

Full Continuum

Table Activity

~15 min

Action Plan
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Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

Prevent Teach Respond

Ti
er

 3
 (I

nd
iv

id
ua

liz
ed

) • Individualize physical design
• Individualize routines
• Intensify connections
• Intensify &  individualize 

prom pts for SEB skills
• Im plem ent individualized 

antecedent m anipulations

• Individualize &  intensify 
explicit instruction in SEB 
skills

• Individualize &  intensify  

academ ic instruction
• Align individualized SEB skills 

w ith classroom  and school 
norm s or expectations 

• Intensify and individualize 
specific positive and 
supportive feedback

• Intensify and individualize 

recognition strategies
• Enhance strategies to 

decrease future SEB 
challenges

Ti
er

 2
 (T

ar
ge

te
d)

• Increase structure
• Re-teach routines
• Increase connections
• Target prom pts & 

supervision
• Im plem ent targeted 

antecedent m anipulations

• Explicitly teach targeted SEB 
skills

• Connect targeted instruction 
to tier 1 norm s or 

expectations

• Increase specific positive & 
supportive feedback

• Enhance continuum  of 
recognition strategies

• Enhance strategies to 
decrease SEB challenges

Ti
er

 1
 (U

ni
ve

rs
al

)

• Effectively design space
• Develop & teach predictable 

routines
• Connect w ith students

• Select &  define classroom  
norm s and critical SEB skills

• Prom pt expected SEB skills
• Actively supervise

• Engage in effective 
instruction

• Explicitly teach positively- 
stated classroom  norm s

• Explicitly teach SEB skills

• Provide specific positive 
feedback on SEB skills

• Provide supportive 
corrective feedback to 

address SEB errors
• M aintain a high ratio of 

positive to corrective 
feedback

Decide
• Monitor fidelity 
• Monitor student 

outcomes
• Make data-based 

decisions to 
maintain or modify 
support

I&I = Intensive & Individualized
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Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support I&I = Intensive & Individualized

PREVENT
• Individualize physical design
• Individualize routines
• Intensify connections
• Intensify & individualize prompts for 

SEB skills
• Implement individualized antecedent 

manipulations

274
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Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support I&I = Intensive & Individualized

TEACH
• Individualize & intensify explicit 

instruction in SEB skills
• Individualize & intensify  academic 

instruction
• Align individualized SEB skills with 

classroom and school norms or 
expectations 
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Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support I&I = Intensive & Individualized

RESPOND
• Intensify and individualize specific 

positive and supportive feedback
• Intensify and individualize 

recognition strategies
• Enhance strategies to decrease 

future SEB challenges
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Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support I&I = Intensive & Individualized
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Individually or as a team

• Consider how to intensify & 
individualize (Tier 3) practices

• Add items to action plan

Full Continuum

Table Activity

~15 min

Action Plan
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …
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REVIEW & WRAP UP

281

Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

• Arrange furniture to allow easy traffic flow
• Ensure adequate supervision of all areas
• Designate staff & student areas
• Seating arrangements (groups, carpet, etc.)

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

5:1

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections
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Implementation
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Feedback
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

Habit Development
Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

“Cue” “Response” “Reward”
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

Main messages:

Practice to fluency/automaticity and 
monitor implementation (behaviors)

Key actions:

Design environments to 
support implementation (antecedents)

Identify simple, evidence-based, and 
culturally relevant practices (behaviors)

Acknowledge and celebrate successes 
(reinforcing consequences) 

C
Consequence

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

B
Behavior

W
ha

t?
Ho

w
?

•Start simple.

•Set up for success.

•Build effective habits.

•Celebrate successes!

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 
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•How do we develop habits 
(whether we mean to or not…)

•How can we build habits of 
effective practice in classrooms?

•How do we scale up effective 
habits in our schools & districts?

Guiding
Questions

•We develop habits by 
experiencing cues, responses, 
and rewards (ABCs of behavior). 

•We develop effective habits by 
establishing cues, practicing, & 
celebrating. 
•We scale-up effective habits by 

building systems to cue, provide 
enhanced practice, and celebrate 
enhancements. Habit Development Systems

Building Blocks of Behavior

A
Antecedent

B
Behavior

C
Consequence

Train & Coach

Monitor Fidelity & Outcomes

Prompt & Remind

Greet 
Students!

Provide Resources to Support Celebrate Progress & Successes!

SR+
Performance Feedback
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3.Monitor fidelity 
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guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

If implementation 
challenges…
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

1.Create positive 
teaching & 
learning 
environments 

1.1 Design a Safe 
Environment

1.3 Develop 
Predictable Routines

1.4 Define & Teach
Positive 
Expectations

1.5 Plan Relevant 
Instruction

1.2 Establish 
Positive Connections

2.Actively 
promote SEB 
growth

2.1 Engage Students 
in Relevant Learning

2.3 Prompt & 
Supervise SEB & 
Academic Skills
2.4 Provide Specific 
Feedback (>5:1 
Ratio)

2.5 Consider Other 
Response Strategies

2.2 Foster Positive 
Relationships

3.Monitor fidelity 
& use data to 
guide 
implementation

3.1 Monitor 
Implementation

3.2 Access Training, 
Coaching, & 
Feedback

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If implementation 
challenges…

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …
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Steps to Support & Respond to Students’ SEB Needs

4.Monitor student 
outcomes & use 
data to guide 
response

4.1 Monitor 
Student Outcomes

4.2 Enhance Tier 1 
(Steps 1 & 2)

If many students 
make ongoing SEB 
errors …

4.3 Enhance Tier 1; 
Consider Tiers 2 & 3

If few students make 
ongoing SEB errors …

Target Support

I&I
Support

Provide Robust Foundation of Universal Support

Prevent Teach Respond

Ti
er

 3
 (I

nd
iv

id
ua

liz
ed

) • Individualize physical design
• Individualize routines
• Intensify connections
• Intensify & individualize 

prompts for SEB skills
• Implement individualized 

antecedent manipulations

• Individualize & intensify 
explicit instruction in SEB 
skills

• Individualize & intensify  
academic instruction

• Align individualized SEB skills 
with classroom and school 
norms or expectations 

• Intensify and individualize 
specific positive and 
supportive feedback

• Intensify and individualize 
recognition strategies

• Enhance strategies to 
decrease future SEB 
challenges

Ti
er

 2
 (T

ar
ge

te
d) • Increase structure

• Re-teach routines
• Increase connections
• Target prompts & 

supervision
• Implement targeted 

antecedent manipulations

• Explicitly teach targeted SEB 
skills

• Connect targeted instruction 
to tier 1 norms or 
expectations

• Increase specific positive & 
supportive feedback

• Enhance continuum of 
recognition strategies

• Enhance strategies to 
decrease SEB challenges

Ti
er

 1
 (U

ni
ve

rs
al

)

• Effectively design space
• Develop & teach predictable 

routines
• Connect with students
• Select & define classroom 

norms and critical SEB skills
• Prompt expected SEB skills
• Actively supervise
• Engage in effective 

instruction

• Explicitly teach positively-
stated classroom norms

• Explicitly teach SEB skills

• Provide specific positive 
feedback on SEB skills

• Provide supportive 
corrective feedback to 
address SEB errors

• Maintain a high ratio of 
positive to corrective 
feedback

Decide
• Monitor fidelity 
• Monitor student 

outcomes
• Make data-based 

decisions to 
maintain or modify 
support

I&I = Intensive & Individualized
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If few students make 
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Strand Resources

Nourishing 
Our Roots

Supporting and Responding 
to Students’ SEB Needs
https://www.pbis.org/resource/supporting-
and-responding-to-behavior-evidence-based-
classroom-strategies-for-teachers 

MTSS in the Classroom
https://www.pbis.org/resource/multi-tiered-
system-of-supports-mtss-in-the-classroom 

Habits of Effective Practice
 

https://www.pbis.org/resource/habits-of-
effective-classroom-practice 
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www.pbis.org

Additional Resources: Classroom Practices
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THANK YOU for Your Efforts to
Strengthen Your Classrooms 

to Support Students & Educators
Brandi Simonsen, Ph.D.Nourishing Our Roots: 

Deepening & Strengthening 
Our Systems of Support for 

the Well-being of All
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